
  



Live elevator monitoring  
and logging

Elevate Live gives real information about your elevators 

direct to your computer, tablet or smart phone. As it 

is accessible through your web browser, there is no 

software to install.

If you are managing more than one elevator group in 

a building, complex, or even a city, customised views 

show at a glance if there is a problem needing your 

attention. If required, Elevate Live can also monitor 

other equipment, for example, escalators.

Intelligent alerts

Elevate Live sends messages by email if an 

elevator reports that it has a problem. Intelligent 

rules can be used to highlight problems worth 

investigating even when the elevators do not 

detect a fault.     

Connecting up

Elevate Live connects to all makes and models of 

elevators. In most cases, C.E. Electronics MicrocomTM 

signals will be used to connect Elevate Live to your 

elevators.  If you are already using C.E. indicators or 

displays, we can use the same network. Elevate Live 

connects to our internet servers, which in turn connect 

to your computer, tablet or smart phone.

Reporting

Elevate Live provides daily reports generated with 

Elevate traffic analysis and simulation software. Elevate 

is the industry standard software for elevator traffic 

analysis and simulation, used by elevator professionals 

in over 60 countries.

Elevate Live logs can be replayed in Elevate, helping 

you to diagnose reported problems.
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Car D. 6 Door Opens Floor 31. 
For an explanation of this event, please click here

From: elevate.live@peters-research.com

To:  your.name@anything.com

Subject: ELive Door Reopen Event Car D, Floor 31
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Why choose Elevate Live?

Elevate Live is unique as it draws on Peters Research’s 

unparalleled experience of elevator control, traffic 

analysis, and simulation.

If you are responsible for elevator groups, Elevate Live 

is your management tool.

If you plan elevator groups, Elevate Live is your 

verification tool.

If you supply elevator control systems, Elevate Live is 

your commissioning and debugging tool.

For more information contact:

Peters Research Ltd  

Boundary House  

Missenden Road  

Great Kingshill  

Bucks 

HP15 6EB  

United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 (0)1494 717821 

Facsimile: +44 (0)1494 716647 

info@peters-research.com

www.peters-research.com/elive

Elevate and Elevate Live are 
trademarks of Peters Research Ltd.


